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8/17/80 MDMA->LSD (120mg, at [6:00] 125µg LSD), AP≡: Still at ~± [with]
MDMA. extremely rapid onset (effects, quiet, at [0:25][0:35] pulse to 116.
rapid development, lost in tangle of legs, ect to [3:00]. Kitchen break.
full +++. sparkles, rainbows, beautifully stoned. Break again [6:00] light
eating (cheeze, grapes) extremely thirsty - still ~ +++ or a little down.
exhausted - easy sleep. AM - energetic, no residue - completely clearIt seems as if the LSD added right onto the MDMA - no refractory aspect at
all. Erotic but org. impossible.
MDMA->LSD [6:00] see 378
MDMA->LSD [1:30] see 398
MDMA->LSD [1:30] see 405

++(.5) 2/20/81 MDMA->Pot. ATS, AP, LM, KT; MDMA all, 120+40 over -[7:00-3:00]; here
10:40PM=[0:00] sweet sens. ex KT - wine-bubble pipe.
3 deep tokes 10:40-10:50 [:00] aware [:15]
11:00-11:15 [:20] sudden distinct
but fallen [0:30]
11:20-11:30 [:40] [:50] to good sound ++
between [:50] and [1:20] (11:30PM->12AM) considerable time distortion - up
from table, KT to car for tents, LM to tent site - set up, into house, back
out, to house AP in Bath R.time estimates & stop clock (ATS 3:1, AP 2:1);
bed 1:30 - lights off. [1:30-2:30] super erotic - continuing time distortion
both slow, extended org! good sleep, awake at [6:00] - quite alert - sleep
to [9:00] refreshed, energetic. ++.5.
++.5

3/27/81 MDMA->LSD (120+40->125µg@[7:00]) 8:00PM=[0:00][:15] aware, hand
tremor [:20] starts - pulse 100; [:35] to ++ already. [4:30] some dropping
following 4 hrs of eroticism - fantasy to sex and music. Somewhat depleted AM v.hungry- easy sleep - ATS up after 8 hrs sleep - no price whatsoever excellent base-line ++.5

++

4/5/81 MDE(MDMA)->LSD (150+50;+120) at as early as [-10:00] (see p.412)
10:37PM=[0:00] 125µg [:20] aware [:40] to +, eventual to ~++. Wildly erotic,
not too stoned (~++ at most) [4:00-5:00] some mixed-up fantasy & sleep
[5:30] up for pee, cake, salad - easy real sleep to [11:00] - arousable
again, but org. impossible throughout. Good AM baseline - coordinated
energy. AP also. overall ++, too long a wait between primer & LSD.

++.5

1 bowl soup, 2 glasses champagne at [-1:30]
5/25/81 MDE->LSD (150, +120) AP, ATS; MDE at [-6:30] q.v. [:25] aware,
quiet development, [:40] developing [1:20] to ++ or ++.5. Try chess surprisingly calculatable game - to bed [with] some (ATS) and much (AP)
fantasy to sex and music. Extraordinarily arousable & erotic, orgasm
impossible ATS possible, intense AP - drift to sleep at ~[5:00] AM. arousable, energetic.

